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The Gods lived behind a veil that shielded the ether world they lived in from the gross world. Lords Shiva
and Krishna lived behind the veil, with Shiva meditating most of the times.Shiva was awakened from his
trance(samadhi), as he felt something missing in him, causing an unrest in him during his trance. Was it his
beloved wife Parvathi getting estranged from him or was it the rise of adharma (injustice) in the physical

world due to his inactions and meditative trance that lasted multiple eons.As Shiva embarked on a journey to
find Parvathis whereabouts, he was confronted by Himsakama (Violent-Lust) who was the cause of some of
the most burning problems of the modern world.Will Shiva annihilate him? If so, how? After he has lost his
Shakthi (Power) i.e. Parvathi, it's going to get difficult for Shiva? Will Shiva succeed in destroying the Asura?

And will hereconcile and reunite with Parvathi?

The peoples yogi meets the warrior gods . Different views exist regarding Mahakalis third eye. So the gods
used the standard.

El Diablo Shiva

A person with such awakening can help and heal but not hurt or destroy. Was it his beloved wife Parvathi
getting estranged from him or was it the rise of adharma injustice in the physical world due to his inactions
and meditative trance that lasted multiple eons. Facts About Lord Shiva Shiva is the Hindu triumvirates third
king. The triumvirate comprises three gods responsible for the worlds creation preservation and destruction.
Just opening of his third eye causes catastrophic calamities and destruction. these are different kinds of
supernatural beings in Lord Shivas entourage . The union with the nadis ida and pingala at ajna third eye
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chakra is Hatha yoga. of power lord of Shakti and tamer of the Ganga the one with the terrifying third eye.
Kaalratri means the night of death. The third eye destroys all sense of ownership. It stands there dramatically
on his forehead ready to release a missile of fire and destroy the world. The light from Shivas third eye is said
to be so powerful that when Shiva opens it fire spews out which he uses only to annihilate demons. Kindly

look at the symbol of India medical association two intertwined snakes Ganga flows from the head of the lord
and represents water and death by drowning. Just opening of his third eye causes catastrophic calamities and
destruction. Shivas third eye is known for the fact that He opens it to destroy evildoers. Tandava is the dance

of the destroyer which he performs over the body of a demon.
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